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Description
Currently, an administrator of a Tikiwiki installation has to hunt for upgrades, updates, and security related information of his installation. It is often cumbersome and sometimes dangerous, think of the delay in fixing a crucial vulnerability, it has happened elsewhere before. It might also be nice to know that ppl are using current and feature complete software.

Solution
It would be rather easy to setup an announcement mailing list for such a purpose, and maybe even suggest that all downloaders be recommended to subscribe to that list. As an alternative, it might be feasible to install a method to allow for easy subscription (think one big button) of an article page.
Now closed. Implemented via Tiki Newsletters.

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Xavier de Pedro 10 Jun 09 16:13 GMT-0000

important announcements list or easier article monitoring by email is needed indeed: I fully agree...

Marc Laporte 15 Apr 10 11:45 GMT-0000

I think this (also) should be part of the weekly version check that Tiki instances do (unless deactivated)
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